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An affecting, insightful and warm memoir of growing up Samoan in New Zealand - and of coping with
heart disease. Andrew Fiu came to Ponsonby, Auckland as a three-year-old, part of the wave of immigration
from Samoa that turned Auckland's inner city suburbs into a vibrant cultural melting pot. At 14 he was
misdiagnosed as having flu when in fact he had rheumatic fever, a disease endemic in Pacific Island
communities. As a result of the damage to his heart he was rushed to hospital. Since that time Andrew has
had five open heart surgeries, a record anywhere. He has spent so much time in hospital that he says he grew
up there, experiencing tender and expert care from doctors and nurses but also enduring appalling racism.
This memoir is the story of his hospital years, his clashes with his parents' traditional attitudes, the wisdom
he learnt from his fellow patients and the medical miracles perfomed on his heart by famous surgeon Alan
Kerr. It's the story of growing up a Pacific Islander in Auckland, a reflection on the bad old days when
schools made Pacific Island children anglicise their names and hospitals did not have translators, an insight
into the inter-generational tensions in Pacific Island migrant families and also a testimony to deep friendship,
boundless love and bucketloads of humour. Written in a warm, personable and humorous style, this book is
part of the cultural sea-change happening in New Zealand: first the play Niu Sila, then Bro'Town, No. 2 and
Sione's Wedding and now the first memoir from a 40-something Samoan, written with grace, love and
insight.The Weekend Herald's Canvas magazine wrote: 'Written with verge and humour, Purple Heart is a
revelation.' The New Zealand Listener, singled it out as one of the year's best memoirs, praising its humour,
light touch, and lack of self-pity.
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From reader reviews:

Gilbert Kimmel:

Book is to be different for each and every grade. Book for children until eventually adult are different
content. As you may know that book is very important for us. The book Purple Heart was making you to
know about other understanding and of course you can take more information. It is extremely advantages for
you. The reserve Purple Heart is not only giving you considerably more new information but also to become
your friend when you really feel bored. You can spend your own personal spend time to read your reserve.
Try to make relationship with the book Purple Heart. You never sense lose out for everything in the event
you read some books.

Cheryl Alexander:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be update about what going on or facts even
knowledge to make these individuals keep up with the era that is always change and advance. Some of you
maybe will probably update themselves by studying books. It is a good choice for you personally but the
problems coming to you is you don't know which you should start with. This Purple Heart is our
recommendation to cause you to keep up with the world. Why, because this book serves what you want and
want in this era.

Christine Mata:

Do you one of people who can't read enjoyable if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold on guys that
aren't like that. This Purple Heart book is readable simply by you who hate the straight word style. You will
find the details here are arrange for enjoyable examining experience without leaving actually decrease the
knowledge that want to give to you. The writer involving Purple Heart content conveys objective easily to
understand by lots of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content but it just different such
as it. So , do you nevertheless thinking Purple Heart is not loveable to be your top listing reading book?

Sharon Scott:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you will get
it in e-book technique, more simple and reachable. This particular Purple Heart can give you a lot of good
friends because by you taking a look at this one book you have thing that they don't and make an individual
more like an interesting person. This specific book can be one of one step for you to get success. This e-book
offer you information that might be your friend doesn't know, by knowing more than various other make you
to be great men and women. So , why hesitate? We need to have Purple Heart.
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